
Speaking Skills Workshop 2017-18

Improving your speaking for the 
University context



What’s the problem?  

• Situations
– Social

• Home

• Out & about

– Academic
• Tutorials

• Seminars

• Labs

• Presentations

• Lectures

• Meetings with your personal tutor



What’s the problem? 

• Causes

– Knowledge

– Personality

– Culture

– Language

• words

• grammar

• pronunciation

• fluency



This session

• Clarity  

– What makes speakers unclear, and what can you 
do about it?

• Appropriacy

– Understanding the ‘rules’ of interaction

• Problem solving when communication breaks 
down

• Confidence



Clarity

• Pronunciation

• Words

• Ideas



Pronunciation

• What is it, and what do you find difficult?

– Sounds

– Articulation

– Patterns – stress

• Dessert desert

• Foreign for rain

• His story history

• Comedy  committee



Word stress dictation

You are going listen to the tutor reading a 
paragraph aloud. As you listen complete the 
missing words in the paragraph on your 
worksheet. 

Now, together with a partner, group the missing 
words into the appropriate column according to 
the number of syllables in the word and mark 
which syllable contains the stress. 



Word stress dictation answer key

2 syllable words 3 syllable words 4 syllable words 5 syllable words

table decided botanical university

breakfast botany illustrations

mountain publisher photography

lecture lecturer

darkened enormous

thunder heavily

ruined interested



Words

• If you don’t know the right or best word, you 
can__________?

– Use a general word (_________for rose)

– Describe it (the thing you need in order to put 
electricity in your phone  for _________)

– Invent a word (headwarmer for ______)

– Demonstrate –

– ASK!!!!



Ideas

• Do you have any? 

• Why can’t you express them properly?

– Words (see above)

– You are still thinking them through?

– You need time to organise them?



Role play scenarios
• Social Invitation

A student you’ve just met today at the start of a new course

Invite them to a party at Teviot Student Union tonight

Refuse as tired and got no spare money this week for going out

• Exam results

International student and Personal Tutor

Start of semester two

A discussion of poor results in a mock exam at the end of semester one.

• What might the language issues be, what do you want to achieve from the 
discussion, and how should you approach it?



Did you succeed?

• What worked well?

• What, if anything, would you change?



Contextual appropriacy

The use of current slang expressions and cultural 
references is particular common amongst younger people 
and can be a means of creating a sense of unity within a 
group, but their use can also exclude others from the 
group who are unfamiliar with these terms. 

Developing a knowledge of some of the more common 
British colloquialisms and increasing your awareness of 
UK cultural references may assist with your 
understanding of and your ability to participate in social 
conversations and to feel part of the social group. 



Current British colloquilisms
Discuss the following questions in groups of 4/5. 
• Have you heard anyone using the expressions in bold before?
• Do any of you know the exact meaning of the expressions?
• If you don’t know the meaning, what would you guess the expressions might 

mean from the context of the rest of the sentence?
• In what situations do you think each expression would be used?

1. I’m thinking about getting a ticket for the Art College party. Are you up for it?
2. It was a nightmare when I had to tell my mum I failed my exam. She totally lost 
the plot!
3. A: Are you coming out for a run later?
B: No, I don’t think so. I’m still feeling a bit dodgy after the party last night. 
4. I’m just popping out/nipping out for 10 mins to get some chocolate. Do you 
want anything? 

5. I don’t think I can do both the cinema and dinner out on Friday. I’m totally 
skint this week.



Contextual Appropriacy

• Appropriacy can also include the degree of 
politeness required for the context of the 
situation. In other words, how to interact 
politely and make friends not enemies!

– In British culture, politeness =

• physical distance – don’t stand or sit too close

• emotional distance – don’t intrude

• verbal distance –



Verbal distance

• Past forms - I was hoping to see.. ; Suppose I 
came back at 2?

• Conditionals – (If you could…)I would
appreciate the opportunity…

• Modals – I wonder if you might be able to…

• Mitigation – I am sorry to trouble you, but..



When they don’t understand…

Speaker

• Check – Do you see what I mean?

• Repeat  

• Clarify – So what I really mean is…

• Return to an earlier point – So do you 
remember before when I said…

• Speak slowly & articulate more



When they don’t understand…

Listener
• Show you don’t understand – I’m sorry, I don’t follow what 

you mean.
• Ask them to repeat – Could you say that point again, 

please.
• Repeat what you think they said – So if I’ve understood 

what you mean is…
• Ask them to explain – Could you explain that in a little more 

detail, please?
• Take them back to the point you don’t understand – I’m not 

sure I really understood what you were saying about…
• Ask them to slow down – Sorry, I couldn’t catch that. Could 

you speak a little more slowly, please.



Engaging in group conversation

Engaging successfully in both social and academic group 
conversation involves using a range of the following 
communication strategies: 

• opinion giving

• supporting your opinion with evidence

• correcting yourself

• showing varying degrees of agreement and disagreement

• showing interest

• persuading others of your view 

• interruption and counter interruption

• clarification



Communication strategies practice task

• Student A: Begin the discussion offering your opinion about 
life here as an international student at The University of 
Edinburgh. Try to support your view with evidence.

• Student B: Show interest and agreement with student A’s 
view and add further evidence of your own to support this 
view.

• Student C: Interrupt to show your disagreement with 
Student A and B’s views and add your own view on the 
topic supported with evidence.

• Student D: Interrupt at any point to show either agreement 
or disagreement with any other speaker and also to seek 
clarification of a point.



What next? 

• Useable strategies -

– Approximation

– Paraphrase

– Invention

– Mime/gesture

– Appeal for help



What next?

• More help?
– ELSIS courses – http://www.ed.ac.uk/english-language-

teaching/students/current-students/elsis

– EEL – Effective English Learning - http://www.ed.ac.uk/english-

language-teaching/students/current-students/elsis/elsis-courses/independent-study-materials

– ELE WiKi -
https://www.wiki.ed.ac.uk/display/eltcswb/THE+UNIVERSITY+OF+EDINBURGH

• For speaking, try: http://aeo.sllf.qmul.ac.uk/index.html

– EUSA societies - http://www.eusa.ed.ac.uk/activities/

http://www.ed.ac.uk/english-language-teaching/students/current-students/elsis
http://www.ed.ac.uk/english-language-teaching/students/current-students/elsis/elsis-courses/independent-study-materials
https://www.wiki.ed.ac.uk/display/eltcswb/THE+UNIVERSITY+OF+EDINBURGH
http://aeo.sllf.qmul.ac.uk/index.html
http://www.eusa.ed.ac.uk/getinvolved/societies/findasociety/

